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MICROCLIMATES AND LOCAL DISTRIBUTION 
OF SMALL MAMMALS ON T H E  GEORGE 
RESERVE, MICHIGAN 
INTRODUCTION 
WHILE doing the field woik lor a problem on the local distiibution of the 
shortt,111 shrew (Hlarznt~ /)?p-c/zrnudn) In northern Nlichrgan, 1 was con- 
tinually implcssed by the importante ol the snow cover in the formation 
ant1 preservation of a m~clohabitat suitable for this mammal. At that time 
I resolvcd to do a similar study in a region which usually did not have 
peiin.~nent ~vintei snow, but which had only an intermittent cover with 
accompanying alternate free~ing and thawing OF the top layers ol the soil. 
Consequently it wns rare good lortune to be able to spend the period from 
Septeinber 1952 through August 1953 on the Edwin S. George Reserve, 
in southcastern NIichigan, pursuing such an investigation. 
1 am gratelul to the University of Michigan Museum of Zoology, 
through it? director, the late Dr. J. Speed Rogers, for a Reserve Fellowship 
tluling this period and for iurnishing housing on the Reserve itself. Dr. 
Irving J. Cantrall, Cnrator of the Reserve, gave many valuable criticisms 
and comments and much physical aid during the course ol the study. I am 
intlebtcd to Dr. J. S. Veatch lor much inlormation about the soils of the 
dlKerent stutly aieas. I am grateful to Mr. Lawrence Camburn, Custodian 
or the Reserve, lor the use ol his shop and tools in the construction of 
various items 01 ficld equipment. Especial thanks must go to my wile, 
Errla N. Pruitt, lor her tonstant aid and encouragement and for her good 
n'rtule during the stlain ol the all-night trapping sessions. 
TI-IE EDWIN S. GEORGE KESEKVE 
Since its establishment in early 1930, a great deal of biological research 
has been done on the E. S. George Reserve and several excellent descrip- 
tions of the Keservc have been published. These may be found in papers 
by Murie (1936), 13urt (1940) , Rogers (1942), Cantrall (1942), and Sutton 
(1949). For details, the reader is relerred to them. SufIice it to say that the 
Etlwin S. George lieserve comprises some 1300 acres in Livingston County, 
Miclligan. It  lies in the "pot-hole" country of southeastern Michigan, is 
hilly, ant1 toveletl with a mosaic ol mixed oak-hickory woodland and old 
ficltls in several stLlges of recovery lroin agriculture. A number of swamps, 
 bog^, ant1 small ponds are scattered over it. 
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The  U. S. Weather Bureau station at Howell, 14 air miles to the north, 
has continuous records for 25 years. Since 21 September 1949, weather 
observations have been recorded on the Reserve under standard Weather 
Bureau conditions. As will be noted later, these standardited observations 
(USDA 1941: 915, and George Reserve files) sometimes have only incidental 
agreement with the actual environmental conditions in the microhabitats 
of the small mammals. The  rainfall on the Reserve was 29.78 inches in 
1952 and 26.12 inc.hes in 1953, while the "normal" for the region appears 
to be 31.23 inches per year, as measured at Jackson, Michigan, 25 air iriiles 
to the southwest. 
DESCRIPTION OF AREAS 
In  order to study the physical environment of the small maininals of 
the Reserve, seven study areas were established. Each plot was approximately 
one acre (210 feet square), and was gridded for the placement of 100 traps. 
T h e  letters and numbers in the following descriptions (e.g., R-21) refer 
to the master grid plan of the Reserve as it was in 1952-53. This master 
plan is kept in the Reserve files. 
AREA NO. 1. NORTHEAST HARDWOODS, R-21.-This area was part of an 
extensive oak-hickory forest and was situated in a "cove" or steep hollow 
on the northwest slope of a steep southwest-northeast ridge, locally known 
as the "Esker." The  leaf litter was deep and friable, and was formed on a 
sandy substrate. The  soil was young, with not much ii any podzoli7ation, 
and was composed of inwash from the eroded ridge. There were a few 
pebbles but no clay layer. The  "F" horizon was 1 to 1.5 inches deep, the "H" 
hor i~on was 2 inches deep and had a p H  of 4 to 4.5. Next there was a 6 to 
12 inch brown layer with a p H  of 4 to 4.5. The  coloring resulted from a 
non-ferrous organic stain. Below this was a medium-coarse, yellow-brown 
sand on down for at least 30 inches. Later, as the soil matures, the brown 
organic stain will undoubtedly be leached out and a gray layer will be 
formed. The  absence of clay was probably owing to the vagaries of glacial 
deposition, since the slope of the ridge had a variegatetl pattern of clay anti 
sand "pockets." At the northeast corner of the plot there was such a pocket 
ok silt and clay, to which my nloistuie records could not apply. 
AREA NO. 2. DRY HARDWOODS, R-20.-This area was on a llilltop near 
area no. 1 and was part of the same open oak-hickory forest. The  substrate 
was a sandy loam with considerable clay. There was an "F" hori7on .5 
inch deep, followed by 1 to 2 inches of a dry, gray leached layer with a 
pH of 5.5. Next came a dry, pale yellow clay at  about 21 inches; this con- 
tinued down for at least 36 inches. I t  was all underlain by a limey santl 
and gravel at 10 inches or more. Tree roots occurred on the sarrace, then 
carue a gap, then a deep layer in the clay, and then very deep rootlets 
extended on down into the linley layer. According to Dr. J. S. Veatch 
(personal communication), there was originally a dense forest of white oak, 
occasional sugar maple, and possibly some beech, white ash, and hornbeam 
here. Because of the clay, Dr. Veatch has stated that this site is more moist 
than the usual ridge top on the Reserve and could not have been an "Oak 
Opening." The  soil was a typical gray-brown podzol with the lime leached 
out to a deep layer and may be classified as Hillsdale fine sandy loam. 
AREA NO. 3. SOU.TI-IWEST WOODS, F-7, 8.-This area was in mature oak- 
hickory Sorest with a snssaSras understory. The  substrate nlay also be classi- 
fied as Hillsdale sandy loam. The  "F" layer was from 1 to 1.5 inches deep, 
J:ollowed by an "H" layer 1 to 2 inches deep, with pH 7, then less than 1 
inch oC gray layer, thcn a light yellowish sandy clay which met a stiff clay 
with a pH of 4 to 5 at 30 inches. There was no limey layer until about 18 
inches below the surlace. The  clay layer held water and still had nutrients 
even though the pH was low. This was responsible for the Inore incsic con- 
ditions and the fine forest on this area. The  yellow color indicates youth; 
when mature it would becorne red. 
AREA No. 4. DRY FIELD, M, L-9.-This area was in an upland oltl field 
with a sparse cover oC composites antl grasses and a ground cover of Poly- 
l?.bcl~~lnz antl Torlula.  The substrate may be classified as Bellel'ontaine 
loamy sand, and was a ~nedium to coarse sand with a suggestion ol clay at 
1 0  inches. At the northeast corner of the area there was a pocket 01 coarse 
sandy loarn to a depth ol' about 30 inches, then a mixture of this loam with 
a rcddish clay. 
AREA NO. 5. WET FII~LD, K-9.-This area ellco~npassed a "swale" or 
depression in the same upland field as area no. 4. There was a dense cover 
of Poa and R u b u s ,  with scattered Astcr and other composites. The  subslrate 
was a loamy, fluffy sand with a buried silt loam at about 24 inches, extend- 
ing down to about 40 inches, which was, in turn, deeply underlain by 
organic matter. The  silt loam was at the surface and extended lor a depth 
ol 20 inches at the actual microclimate station, as well as at  other parts 
of the plot where R u b z ~ s  occurred. Undoubtedly this area at one time was 
a pothole and the silt was the old bottom, while the sand was the inwaslz 
from the surrounding upland. This was the reason for the variegated 
pattern of silt and sand. 
A l i x ~  No. 6. BARE AREA, G, F-20.-This is the same area that was desig- 
nated by Cantrall (1942) ns the "Blowout." White pines (Pinus strobz~s) 
had been planted here at the same time as those growing in S-24, in the 
fall o'l 1928. While the pines in S-24 are now 15 to 20 feet high, the pincs 
on this area were stunted by deer browsing lo a maximum height of one 
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Soot. There were scattered Que~.cus ueluti~za and Ju17,ipcrus co71~1l~z~r~i.r in 
the east half ol the plot, ancl over the ~rllole area there was a sparse herba- 
ceous cover of grasses and composites with a nearly cornplete cover ol 
Polytr ichz~~~z pilifel-ZLYIZ, Tortz~la ,  and other mosses. The  substrate may be 
classified as Coloma sand, lnediurn to coarse, predonlinantly quartz. Typic- 
ally the top inch or so is inwash foIIowed by 6 to I0 feet ol yellow-brown 
sand. This area had been under cultivation at one time and, therefore, an 
artificial "H" horizoil 4 to 5 inches deep had been formed. This was brown 
with a little humus and a pH of 4.5 to 5.5. Next was a layer of yellow 
sand with a p H  of 4; at 40 inches, was yellow sand with a p H  of 4.5. Still 
deeper the yH changed to 6, and at  4 feet to 5.5. A boring to 7 
feet revealed all sand and still no clay. The  p H  of the sand immediately 
under the Polytrichu~n layer beneath an oak was 1. This area was not a 
"blowout" or an old lakeshore bar, but a deposit of the glacial drilt. 
AREA NO. 7. TAMARACK REA, I-9.-This area was in a swamp that was 
covered by a thick growth of L a ~ i x  lal-icinn, Acel- q.ubj.un7, R h u s  vernix, 
U l n ~ u s  anzej-icana, and Coq-~zus mcenzosn, with a dense grountl cover of 
grasses, sedges, Christmas fern, Sphagnzu~z, and other mosses. The  substrate 
was Rifle peat, a black nroody peat for a depth of I:! to 15 inches, then a 
brown fibrous peat (derived from the sedges and grasses which had pre- 
ceded the lorest) to an undertermiiled depth. This forest untloubtedly had 
been intact for a long time in order to deposit 12 to 15 inches of peat. 
Surface water had a p H  ol 8, surface peat a p H  of 7, sphagnum under a 
"mound" a p H  of 6.5, and water wrung fro111 sphagnunl a p H  ol 4.5 to 5. 
METHODS 
The  metllods of investigation used in this study were basically the sallle 
as those used previously (Pruitt, 1953). Certain differences in equipment 
and techniques should be noted. On each study area the following physical 
factors were recorded: maxiitlunl and minimunl temperatures at 4 feet 
above the ground and at  3 and 9 inches below the soil surface. Instantan- 
eous readings of soil temperatures by means of thermistors mounted as 
described by Pruitt (1952) were made at 1, 3, and 6 inches below the soil 
surface, and instantaneous readings of available nloisture of the soil were 
made at the san~e depths. The  sensitive elements for deternlining soil mois- 
ture were Bouyoucos plaster blocks. On the areas having extremes of soil 
lnoisture conditions (Tamarack, Bare, and Dry Field), Bouyoucos nylon 
soil moisture units were also installed at the same depths as the plaster 
blocks. 
In the center of each area a post was set to support a sillall wooden box. 
This box contained the ends of the leads and the jacks of the wires that led 
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from the soil thermistors and moisture units. On the north side of the box, 
under an overhanging wood roof, was a Six-type maximum-minimum 
thermometer. The  soil thermistors and plaster blocks were buried 1 to 2 
feet from the base of the post and were protected from disturbance by a 
wire fence strung on short wooden stakes. On the opposite side of the post 
was a soil well. This contained a 4-sided wooden box fitted with a 
removable wooden cover; the floor was earth. The  maximum-minimum 
thermometers were attached to metal drawers which fitted into metal 
tubes projecting horizontally into the soil at 3 and 9 inches deep, respec- 
tively. The  tubes were made of galvanized down-spouting, rectangular in 
cross-section, closed at the distal end with a tight-fitting wooden plug, and 
sealed with an asphalt compound. The  proximal end of the drawer was 
also equipped with a tight-fitting wooden plug to minimize convection 
currents with the well proper. The sod or leafmold from the excavation 
was used to cover the overhanging lid. The  thermistor and block resistances 
were measured with a Bouyoucos Wheatstone Bridge as well as with a 
Simpson Model 261 volt-ohm-milliammeter. 
PROCEDURES 
As in my previous study in northern Michigan, procedures during this 
study on the George Reserve were to measure the small mammal popula- 
tions inhabiting each study area and to measure and analyze certain 
physical factors of their environment throughout an annual cycle of the 
seasons. 
Areas were visited every other day from 18 September 1952 until 30 
July 1953, with rare exceptions, Areas were visited in rotation in order to 
~ninimize any effect of time of day. First, air temperatures were read, re- 
corded, and the thermometer reset, then the soil well temperatures were 
read, recorded, and the thermometers reset. Care was taken to read the 
soil thermometers quickly so that exposure to the air temperature in the 
soil well was kept to a minimum. Next, the thermistors and plaster blocks 
(and nylon units, if present) were read with the Wheatstone Bridge and 
recorded, then checked with the ohmmeter and these results recorded. The  
entire round of the seven study areas took 2 to 3 hours. Areas were visited 
in mid-morning when air temperatures were usually midway of their daily 
fluctuations. 
On 30 July 1953 the blocks and nylon units were taken up and cali- 
brated. Each was fixed in a small metal pan and surrounded with 100 to 
300 grams of the soil which had surrounded it in the field. The  soil was 
then soaked and allowed to air-dry once to assure a firm bond between it 
and the block. It  was then resoaked and again air-dried. During this period 
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of air-drying, weights ol the soil and resistances of the blocks were recorded 
periodically. After the tare of the pan, block and wires was subtracted, the 
percentage of moisture was calculated. From these and the resistances a 
calibration curve was drawn for each depth on each area. These calibration 
curves were used to construct the graphs of soil moisture in Figure 1. 
COR/IPARISON OF AREAS 
Because ol space liinit,itions, the complete temperature and soil moisture 
records presented here are only foi Southwest Woods and the Bare area; 
they rep1 esent the extrerrles ol tcr r estrial environmental conditions on the 
Reserve. The  complete iecords lor the other areas are on file at the E. S. 
George Reserve. 
Figure 1 shows for Southwest Woods and the Bare area the progression 
of maximum ant1 irlinimum ail and soil temperatures and soil moisture 
throughout the ten and one-hall months of this study. Figure 2 shows the 
comparative spiead of mixiinuin and mirlin~unl soil tcmperatures at a depth 
01 3 inches for all areas. 
BARE ARTA.-Although concurrcnt data from a black-bulb thermometer 
were not available for this study, soil temperatures on the Bare area show 
a striking agreement in yearly progression with the "normal annual solar 
radiation" receiveti at East Lansing, Michigan, 32 air miles to the north- 
west of the Reserve (Crabb, 1950: 35). The  reader is referred to the 
agreement between temperature trends of exposed sandy soil and black-bulb 
readings in northern Michigan (Piuitt, 1953: 17, 21, 23). In  the terminology 
ol Geiger's (1930) su~ccssion of phytoclimates, the Bare area appeared to 
represent Stage I. No area sampled on the Reserve appeared to truly 
represent Geiger's Stage IV or the actual climax in phytocliinates. 
T h e  absolute nlinimum soil temperature at  3 inches below the suriace 
was 21 degrces F., which occurrccl on 17 February 1953. The  absolute 
maxirnuln at this depth was 100 degrees F., which occurred on 21 and 30 
June 1953. During the suinmer months, the soil at 3 inches, and for July, 
the soil at 9 inches also, exceeded the lethal limit for Blarzna that was 
suggested by Pcarson (1 917). 
As has been pointed out before (Pruitt, 1953), Blarina and other sub- 
terrancan irlamrnals without extensive lossorial morphologital adaptations 
must have an environment with an unfro~cn or easily penetrated matrix 
in order to utilize their home range successfully. The  Bare area, as did the 
Burn in northern Michigan, showed soil freezing that was extensive both 
in depth and time. This is best shown by the graph of soil moisture (Fig. 1). 
When the Bouyoucos plaster block free~es, the resistance shows a marked 
increase (Rowland, Stolly, and Crabb, 1955). As Bouyoucos and McCool 
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FIG. 2. Extl.emes of soil temperature, all plolretl Lo the sallle Inse line; all at-eas. 
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(1916) have shown, the soil solute may not freeze at precisely 32 degrees F. 
Thus, the block resistances are better indicators of soil freezing than are 
temperatures alone. Using block resistances as an indicator, it will be seen 
that the soil on the Bare area underwent recurring periods of Creezing and 
thawing as deep as 6 inches below the surface lrorn late November to early 
March. 
As has been suggested by Chew (1951), and as will be demonstrated 
later, Blarina apparently requires air with low evaporative power, probably 
saturated, to survive. Relerence to Figure 1 shows that moisture in addition 
to being unavailable lor a good portion of the winter months because of 
freeling, is also unavailable in at least the top inch of soil a t  several times 
during the warmer periods of the year. 
Thus, on the Bare area, the only time during this study that some 
physical tactor was not probably in excess ol the lethal limit tor Blarina 
was lrom mid-March to early May. According to Blair (1940) this is before 
the peak ol breeding on the Reserve. At this time of the year, then, the 
population is near the low point in its annual oscillation. Minimal popu- 
lations are not coilducive to expansion into submarginal habitats. 
DRY Frrr,~.-Soil temperature conditions on this area were generally 
similar to those lourid on the Bare area. The  fluctuations were not quite so 
marked and the extremes not quite so harsh. The  absolute minimum at 3 
inches below the surlate was 23 degrees F., which occurred on 18 February 
1953. T h e  absolute rriaxi~llum at this same depth was 95 degrees F., which 
occurred on 21 June 1953. During January, February, and early March the 
soil Iro7e and thawed repeatedly. During June and early July the soil 
temperature here, as on the Bare area, exceeded the probable lethal limit 
ol Blarlnn. The only time that physical factors allowed Blarina to inhabit 
thiq area was lrom mid-March to the latter part of May, again during the 
annual minimum ol population size. 
WET FIELI) . -T~~s  area lay in a well-marked "cold pocket." The  topo- 
graphy caused cold air drainage into it Crorn the north and northwest 
while woods on the south hindered the flow of cold air on down the slope. 
The  lowest air temperature during my stay on the Reserve was iecoided 
here, a -12 degrees F. during the period 25-27 January 1953. The  minima 
lor the other areas at this time were: Bare, -5; Dry Field, -5; Tamaracks, 
-5; Dry I-Iardwoods, -3; Northeast Hardwoods, -1; Southwest Woods, 0. 
T h e  minimum at the North Gate Station, taken under standard Weather 
Bureau conditions, a t  this time was -1.5 degrees F. The  effect of the cold 
air drainage is more striking when it is remembered that the Dry Field 
station was about 150 feet north and the Tamarack station was about 600 
leet southwest oC the Wet Field station. The  absolute maximum air temper- 
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;Ituie on this area W'IS 104 degrees F., which occurred on 21 June 1953. 
In spite of such extrelnes ol air temperatu~e the soil tempe~atuies were 
remarkably stable; the absolute ~nil i inlu~n at 3 inches was 25 degrees F., on 
18 F c b ~ u a ~ y  1953, and the absolute n~aximuni at the same depth wa5 79 
deg~ees F. on 30 July 1953. The  soil temperature app~oached the lethal 
limit 101 Bla~z7zn, but did not remain t h e ~ e  for long peliods as it ditl on the 
two previous areas. Likewise, the winter soil lree7ing war, shallow ,mtl not 
01 long duration. U~ldoubtedly thele weie patches of unlrolen soil all 
winter. Of the three non-lorested areas this one gave the best intlic'ltion 
of allowing Bla?z?za to inhabit it during yeas  with more ~'iinfall, snow, ant1 
a higher Blnrznn population. That  this is true is indicated by the Pact that 
l3lai1 (1940, 1948) took Blarznn on his "blue-glass meadow" on the Reserve 
only in summer and fall, not in the spring when populdtions wele at a low 
level. 
DRY IIARDMIOODS.- Although this was the most variable of the Sol-estccl 
areas, tlle soil temperature and nloistule regimes were nevertheless quite 
different lrom those of the open areas. The  absolute rnaxilnum at 3 inches 
below the surlace was 71 degrees F. on 21-23 July 1953, and the absolute 
lniniinuin at  the same depth was 29 degrees F. on 18 February. The  soil 
moisture was more stable than in the open areas, although the extremely 
dry year oC 1952 was evident in the total absence 01 available moisture in 
mid-October oC that year. The  surlace one-inch fro7e intermittently during 
February 1953, but only on 18 February, at the time ol absolute mininium 
air temperatuie, did tlle soil i ree~e  at 3 inches. The  effect ol the lolest 
canopy on moderating the air temperature is shown by the fact that these 
cxtl-emes ranged only from -3 (27 January 1953) to +97 degrees (21 June 
1953). 
NORTIIEAST HARDWOODS.-This area showed a rnoisture and tempera- 
ture regime quite similar to the preceding aiea. The  temperature at .? 
inches below the surface was slightly more stable during the warmer periods 
of the year when the forest canopy was complete, but slightly less stable 
during the winter, probably because the greater moisture content of the 
soil sometimes facilitated evaporative cooling. Because of the mosaic of 
(lay and sand existing on this area, the moisture levels and soil tempela- 
tures recorded during this study are valid only for the floor of the cove in 
the immediate vicinity of the station. 
SOUTHWEST WOODS.-Since this area was the closest approach to tlle 
climax of any on the Reserve, as far as vegetation was concerned, one woulcl 
predict that the soil conditions here would be the most stable of any. In 
some respects this was true, but by and large this area showed more fluctua- 
tions in soil nioisture and temperature than would be expected in thiy 
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soil type and under trees ol this s ix.  The  absolute minlmuin air tempela- 
ture was 0 degrees on 27 Jdnuary 1953, while the absolute maximum was 
93 degrees on 21 June 1953. The  absolute rrllnimuln sol1 temperature at 
3 inches below the surlace was 30 degrees on 7 Janualy and 20 February, 
wlllle the absolute nlaxllnum at the same depth was 70 degrees on 21 June, 
21-23 July, ant1 30 July. The  surl,lte one-inch l r o ~ e  several times in eally 
Janualy and rem'linetl fro7en d u r ~ n g  most of Februaly ant1 early Malch. 
'The soil moisture a t  one inch leachetl /era during eally October 1952. The  
soil tenlloelatures lo1 this area may have been influenced after 9 R'lay by 
a break in the lorest canopy that occurred when, between 7 and 9 May, 
a large oak that stood 15 leet no1 theast ol the station fell in a northwestelly 
direction, leaving a large hole in the forest canopy above and to the north 
or the station. The  ble'lk was so situated that ~t d ~ d  not allow direct solar 
radiation onto the station, but the air current3 in the trunk space area wele 
undoubtedly a Rected. 
TAMARACK n~~.-Although this area was lower down the same slope 
lrom where the Wet Field was situated, it did not exhibit any signs ol being 
a "cold pocket." As is cominon in most swamps and bogs, the soil teinpera- 
tures showed the presence ol a large amount oi water by having their 
fluctuations lewer and ol smaller magnitude than those on the more mesic 
and xeric areas. While the air temperatures ranged frorrl -5 degrees on 27 
January 1953 to $96 degrees on 21 June, the soil temperature at  3 inches 
below the surlace ranged only from 31 degrees on 4 March to 70 degrees 
on 21-23 and 30 July. Examination ol the recoids showed that the periodic 
fluctuation ol soil temper,~ture was quite small. Before the end of the study 
all the plaster units hdtl dissolved, thdt at one inch on 8 April, the one at 
3 inches on 13 July, and the one at 6 inches on 27 July. The  surlace one- 
inch of soil kro/e i~lterinitterltly during early January, most of February, 
and early March. Except lor the very dry fall of 1952, the moisture regime 
on this area was one ol either nonavailability or excess, either physiologically 
nonavailable by free~ing or saturatecl to above the field capacity. 
DESCKIPTION OF TRAPPING 
I t  is lairly well agreed among mammalogists that the quadrat method 
ol sampling small lrlanllnal populations is the most accurate (Role, 1939), 
and that, as far as indicating si7e ol populations, live-traps lurnish data as 
reliable as those given by snap-traps (Goodnight and ILocstner, 1912). As 
noted later, this latter premise is not always true. Hayne (1949) concluded 
that, lor more actul ate population estimates, the probability of capture 
must be high. His dcita also confirm the beliel that, barring unusual inci- 
dents, a trapping period of t h e e  nights is suficierlt to catch essentially all 
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the small nlamrnals on a given area, provided that the area contains enough 
traps to cause a high probability 01 contact. 
Investigators working with vertebrates on the George Reserve ale 
i estricted f roin utili~ing the valuable technique ol removal trapping. Thus, 
111y ddta on the George Reserve populations, sampled by 11ve-trapping, are 
not stiittly comparable with the results of my northern Michigan study 
which ut i l i~ed removal-trapping. They inay be used coinparatively between 
the different areas on the Reseive, however. 
Each x e a  was gridded lor the placement of 100 traps. This "satu~ation 
trapping" insures a high probability of capture. Traps used weie a mixture 
ol Sherman, Blair, and Buit models. A great aid to night trapping was one- 
inch squares of red and yellow Scotch-lite stapled to the tops ot the 
markers. 
Some workers (Blair, 1941) have recommended the use of rubber-tipped 
lorteps to remove mice fiorn live traps. I lound that it was far easier to 
slip a small soft cloth sugar sack over the end of the trap, open the end 
into the sack, and then blow into the front of the trap. The  animals invari- 
ably juinped into the sack from which they could easily be removed by 
grasping the scruff of the neck with the fingers. There was also less chance 
of injuiing the animal with this method. Animals were rnaiked by toe- 
clipping, using the numbeiing system used by Evans (1951). 
Traps were usually set in the afternoon. T o  get information on periods 
ol activity, at  first they were checked at two-hour intervals lor 24 hours, 
but later they were checked at three-hour inteivals for usually two or three 
coinplete nights. They were also checked at comparable intervals during 
the intervening days. 
The  trapping periods were as follows: Dry Fzeld: 11 November 1952, 
7-8-9 February 1953, 30-31 March, 1-2 April 1953, 6-7-8-9 June 1953, 
6-7-8-9 July 1953. W e t  Field: 13 November 1952, 9-10-11 February 
1953, 2-3-4-5 April 1953, 10-1 1-12-13 June 1953, 9-1 0-1 1-12 July 1953. 
Hare Area: 15 November 1952, 10-11-12 March 1953, 28-29-30 April, 
1 May 1953, 27-28-29-30 June 1953, 22-23-24-25 July 1953. Soz~thwest 
Woods: 19 November 1952, 6-7-8 March 1953, 19-20-21-22 April 1953, 
23-24-25-26 June 1953, 19-20-21-22 July 1953. Tamaracli Area: 21 Novem- 
ber 1952, 24-25-26 February 1953, 25-26-27-28 April 1953, 30 June, 1-2-3 
July 1953, 27-28-29-30 July 1953. Dry Hardwoods: 23 November 1952, 
13-14-15 February 1953, 6-7-8-9 April 1953, 16-17-18-19 June 1953, 
12-13-14-15 July 1953. Northeast Hardwoods: 27 November 1952, 22-23-24 
February 1953, 11-12-13-14 April 1953, 19-20-21-22 June 1953, 15-16-17- 
18 July 1953. 
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RESULTS OF TRAPPING 
There was marked ecological segregation among the small mammals 
on the Reserve. Those kinds on which I have distributional data fall into 
three classes: (1) spccies with wide ecological distribution, as Peromyscus 
lczicopzr.r, (2) those restricted to stable, mesic environments, as Blal-ina, 
Sorex, and Sy~znp to~nys ,  ant1 (3) those restricted to xeric, unstable environ- 
nlents, as Pcro7nysczrs ~tznnicz~,latus. The  total llulrlber of individuals live- 
trappet1 on the seven study plots in all of the trapping periods is shown 
in Figure 3. The  breakdown by species and trapping periods is shown in 
Figurcs 4 a 1 ~ 1  5. Sevcl-a1 salient points are evident from these figures. These 
arc: 1.11~ overwhelnling abuntlarlce of Pcl-onzysczrs leucopus on all areas, 
cspec,i;~lly thc lorested ones; the marked reduction in numbers of P. leuco- 
Peromyscus leucopus El 
Peromyscus maniculatus 69 
Blarina bre vicauda t3 
Synap fomys cooperi II 
Sorex cinereus C] 
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@us on the open areas as coirlpared with the forested ones; the expected 
exclusion ol' Peronzysczrs nzaniczllatus lrorn the forested areas; the unex- 
pected number of P. maniculntzrs found on the Bare arca and their 
apparent seasonal replacement of P. lez~copzls there; the restriction oU 
ljlnrina to the rriesic forested areas and its generally low population density; 
;rnd the appear-ance oU Synaptonzys cooperi on the Wet Fieltl and Tam:~rac.k 
area. 
Peron7,yscz~s lezlcopzls was truly ubiquitous on the Reserve at the tinle 
ol' this study. Even in late winter, when all the small inarnnlal populations 
llatl shr~unk in numbers and area inhabited, this marnnlal was still occn- 
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I'rc. 4, Seasonal distribi~lion and abundance of Pel-oi~~yscus leucol~us. Sh;~tletl 1)al.s intl i -  
catc rcsident animals, ~ulshadcd bars i~~tlicatc non-resitlent animals. 
sionally Uouncl on the areas with the most severe microclinlates. Figure 4 
shows the inverse relationship existing between the numbers of 1'. leucopzrs 
resiclent on the open areas and those found on the forested areas. Figure 4 
also shows the seasonal abundance and distribution of P. leucopus. It  wi41 
be seen that, with the exception oL the Northeast Hardwoods, the inore 
mesic Uorested areas had a continuous population. The  irregularity in the 
Northeast Hardwoods was undoubtedly caused by outside influences. 
Raccoons were particularly troublesonle on this arca; many traps were 
sprung or torn open either before the Inice entered or after they were 
trapped. The  high percentage of "wanderers" (those aniinals trapped only 
once) on the Northeast Hartlwootls, Tamarack, and field areas is inter- 
esting. Two explanations for this come to mind. Either the individual 
mice have larger home ranges in the fields than in the woods or the young, 
unsettled individuals gravitate here or are forced by territorial activities ol 
resident animals to move into or through these submarginal habitats. The  
Southwest Woods aninlals showed the closest approach to the classical curve 
ol annual fluctuation. 
Of interest was the apparent replacement of P. le~lcopus by P. maizicu- 
lntus on the Bare &lea during the summer. During the Pall, winter, and 
slxing trapping periods, only P. leucopus had been taken on this area. 
l'lien, in the summer trapping periods, only P. rnaniczllatus was taken. In  
Peromyscus mon~culatus I 
Synoptomys cooperi i". 3 
Sorex onereus 
Blar~na brevicauda % 
S W 
HDWDS WOODS 
T A M  
FIELD FIELD HDWDS 
PIC;. 5. Scasollal tlisri-ibution and abuntlancc ol small malnmals other than 
Peronlyscns leucopus. 
this rcspect it should bc noted that the 1). lrucopz~s gopulntion ol the Dry 
Freld took a trenlendous drop in early summer. Since the conditions on the 
Dry Field irrost resenibled the Bare area, it is possible that there was an 
emigration ol P. leutopzbs away lrom the hot, dry areas. This emigration 
allowcd P. munzcz~lalus, which apparently can withstand higher terripcr'l- 
Lures and lower ~noisture levels than can P. leucopus, opportunity to invade 
the vacated areas. Although this explanation appears to fit the facts, further 
investigations should be made along these lines. In connection with this 
subjcct, i t  may be noted that there was a shift oi individual P. lrucopus 
activity from the Dry Field in the la11 to the Wet Field in the winter and 
bacli again in the spring. 
Undoubtedly, because of the extended drought during 1952, the popu- 
lation of Blnrina, as well as other small mamlnals on the Reserve, was very 
low. While this was unforturlate in some respects, because Blari~za was 
restricted to opt i~nu~l l  habitats at the time ol the study, certain aspects of 
the probleln were thus thrown into sharp focus. One fact that is often 
overlooked in ~na~llnlalian ecology is that knowledge ol where an animal 
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is ?lot present is frequently of equal importance with knowledge of where 
an animal is present. I t  is significant that when Blarina did appear in the 
live-traps, they showed up on the more mesic, stable areas. Moreover, the 
only places Blarina were taken on the Dry Hardwoods area were in low 
spots around the edge of the plot, places that were damper than the ridge 
top where the microclimate station was situated. An important question 
is, where did Blarina find a refuge to survive the double environmental 
blasts of drought and a nearly snowless winter? Unfortunately the data do 
not perinit this question to be answered completely. I believe that their 
refugia were in the swamps and bogs, but that the Tamarack area did not 
satisly their requirements. Some of the ways in which it may have exceeded 
the ecological tolerance of Blarina were excessive dryness in the fall of 
1952, surface soil freezing during the winter, and excess water in the spring 
and early summer of 1953. 
Synaptonzys cooperi was taken only on the Wet Field and Tainarack 
area. This is consistent with what other workers have noted as its habitat. 
Unidentified microtines were observed to be active on both the Wet Field 
and Tamarack area long before their presence was indicated by the live- 
traps. The  Synaptonzys on the Tamarack area were taken only after about 
1200 trap-nights extending over a period of some seven months on the area. 
It is apparent that the use of live-traps alone as a method of sampling is 
conducive to the collection of inaccurate data. 
DISCUSSION 
ARTIFICIAL BURROW.-I have long felt that one of the keys to understand- 
ing shrew distribution lies in a knowledge of the moisture content of the 
air in their burrows. Unfortunately, I know of no field instrument that will 
make continuous recordings of the humidity of the air in a space as small 
as a shrew burrow. Since it is possible to measure the moisture content of 
a soil, the following experiment was devised to permit translation of some 
soil moisture data into terms of humidity of the air in a burrow through 
this soil. 
Since a Serdex Model 201 hygrometer was available, I made a rectan- 
gular tube of two layers of screen wire to fit around the instrument. This 
tube was placed inside a large wooden box (Fig. 6 ) .  The  space around 
the screen tube was filled with Hillsdale sandy loam. In the soil around the 
tube and about 2 inches from it were installed four plaster and four nylon 
units, plus three thermistors. A hole was cut in one side of the box so that 
the dial of the hygrometer might be seen. This hole was covered with a 
piece of glass. The  soil was saturated, dried, then wet down again. During 
this next drying cycle periodic readings of the soil moisture units and of 
the hygrometer were made. This drying cycle lasted from 25 January 
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through 5 August 1953. At thc ter~rlination of the drying cycle the illoisture 
tmits were rell~oved and calibrated at the same time as the units from the 
field study. 
Several facts beca~rie evident when these moisture recortls were plotted. 
Tllc lrlost iinl~ortant was that the air enclosed in the artificial burrow 
re~nained saturated until after the soil moisture units recorded a complete 
lack of ;rvailablc n~oisturc in the soil. In other words, the enclosed air 
reinainctl s:~turated throughout the conlplete range ol soil moisture fro111 
Lumen of simulated Soil 
Screen wire tube 
Hygrometer 
PI(:. 6. llelails o l  artificial burrow 
40 per cent througl~ zero. The  significance of this fact becomes apparent 
when one realizes that no study area on the Reserve, at the season when 
lllnriizn was taken on it, had a moisture level low enough for the enclosed 
air in ;I burrow to be anything but saturated. The  areas that did not pro- 
duce any Blarina in the fall trapping period, but where the animals 
appearetl later, had moisture levels low enough in the fall for burrow air 
to be below saturation. The  areas that never produced any Blnrina had, 
will1 one exception, these low moisture levels at several periods during the 
year. Thus, one can state with reasonable surety that Blarina was found 
on the Reserve in only those habitats that allowed the air in its burrows 
to remain saturated with moisture vapor. The  one exception to this general 
rule was the Wet Field, and we have seen how the temperature regime was 
Illore inoderate there and how sufficient snow cover would probably prevent 
extensive soil freezing, thus allowing Blarina to inhabit this area, at  least 
at certain periods of the year. This hypothesis agrees with the field evi- 
dence gathered by Blair (1940, 1948). 
I coilceive the following picture of the Blarina population on the 
Keserve. The  animals are limited in their local distribution to areas having 
stable soil telllperalure, enough ~r~oisture in the soil to assure that the 
cilclosed air in their burrows remains at or near saturation, and a soil 
matrix that contains enough leal litter, leafii~old, or grass ste~lls and root- 
lets to allow tunnels through it to remain intact. If the areas having these 
requirements (lo not exceed the upper limits of tolerance for heat in the 
summer, and il' the extent ol' winter soil freezing does not exclude the 
aniiilals l'rori~ enough of their holne ranges to prevent loraging lor sufficient 
lood, then these areas v~ill  be populated by Blal-ina in all seasons ol the 
year. During times of extreme soil heat or extensive soil lreezing they will 
he tunable to inhabit the areas so ait'ected. This pattern of distribution is 
intimately related to the annual and periodic fluctuations in numbers. 111 
the annual oscillation, when the population is reduced by the actions ol 
several agencies, the reinnant survives in the most lavorable habitat. When 
the population is iilcrcased by the annual increlnents of new litters, it 
expands first into those areas which most nearly satisly the optimum con- 
ditions. Il, as Fornlosov (1916) has postulated for several species of Eurasian 
shrews, snow conditioils allow more animals to survive the winter for 
breeding the next spring, then the resultant increased population expands 
into areas which, although lllarginal or subinarginal in year-round cnviron- 
nleiltal conditions, are within the animals' liinits of tolerance at that 
particular season. When the seasons progress and tole]-ance limits are 
exceedetl, these marginal areas become unavailable for occupancy. If snow 
conditions are p:rrticularly favorable, and i l  the lollowing seasons are also 
lavorable lor litter survival, then more individuals are allowed to survive 
to breed. Thus, the entire population may increase in iiumbers and in area 
inhabited. If the expanded population is reduced in size by some factor 
or Cactors other than the elemental physical ones (by factors which are 
differential in their effects on the individual members of the population), 
then there is nothing to prevent scattered individuals from remaining in 
the once-nrarginal areas, but il the population is reduced by the primary or 
secondary effects of the physical environinent, that is if its liinits of toler- 
ance are exceeded in any rnarginal area, then the individuals are excluded 
lrom that area and the total population undergoes the process of being 
restricted to refugia. My experience with Blnrina indicates that reduction 
in total size ol the population is accompanied almost invariably by restric- 
tion in local distribution. This is in agreement with the views expressed 
by Cantrall (1912), Tinkhaln (1918), and Andrewartha and Birch (1954). 
lily data also show the striking seasonal fluctuations that srnall mammal 
populations undergo. This concept is logically quite obvious, but it is 
surprising how many reports there are in the literature that flatly state 
that the small maiilinals of a certain region are "down," when actually 
they were sampled at the yearly ebb. Harnilton (1942) neatly illustrated 
these fluctuations. For every pair of maminals that survives the unlavorable 
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part ol the year, all their offspling (or their equivalent) of the lollowing 
breeding season nzzlrt be eliminated before the next breeding season if the 
population is not to undergo marked increase. It two pairs survive this 
winter where one pair normally survives, then the resulting population 
next sutnrner will be twice as large as last sumrner, if other factors such as 
litter si7c and survival oC young remain equal. 
A corollaiy of this concept is that no animal really inhabits a given 
environ~nent ullless it survives the unfavorable part of the year there. 
During the lavorable part ol the year individuals can spread out and in- 
vade many environments, but their ability to survive the next unfavorable 
season is the critical thing. Those that do survive the unfavorable season 
and breed the next breeding season truly eci/e the environment. For much 
ol North America, winter is possibly the unfavorable period, but this period 
may take the lorm ol an annual dry season, wet season, or season of extreme 
heat depending upon geography and the particular animal concerned. 
Those animals that survive this unfavorable period are the ecologically 
iirlportant animals, lor they are the progenitors of the ensuing population. 
The  ones that do not survive are also ecologically important, but in another 
way; they are the building blocks of the food pyramid. Since Pclomyscus 
l e ~ l t o p u ~  was the most common animal taken during this study, it may be 
usecl to illustrate this principle. Figure 4 shows the seasonal distribution 
ol the resident P. leucopus on the different areas. Resident animals were 
defined as those which had been taken two or more times on an area. 
Figule 4 also illustrates the shilt ol activity lroln one area to another 
arcording to season, which so~netirnes occurred. 
DIURNAL PERIODICITY.-S~~~I  mammals usually show a nightly cycle 
ol activity (Johnson, 1926), sometinles with two peak periods-one near 
sunset and one near sunrise (Hamilton, 1939). During the course of the 
study it became apparent that this bimodal activity cycle did not occur 
every night. Soinetimes one peak or the other or both would be missing. 
After the field phase was completed and the trapping results were charted, 
the conditions at the actual time of activity were summarized and added to 
the charts. Air and soil temperatures, wind, precipitation, type of clouds 
present, and an estimate of the amount of sky covered (in tenths) had been 
re(-orded in the field. Times of moonrise, moonset, and phase were calcu- 
laled from "The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac" for the 
ycnrs 1952 and 1953. 
Since the traps had been checked every two or three hours during the 
nights they were set, it was possible to reconstruct fairly accurately the 
contlitions at the times the animals were active. Each time that an animal 
uTas I'ound in ;I Irap was counted as an activity period, and the physical 
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conditions obtaining at each of these periods were analyzed. Sorrle arbitrary 
decisions regarding cloud cover and nloon phase were necessary in order 
to simplify the records. For example: a .7 cirrus cover with a first quarter 
moon high in the sky was counted as "moonlight," while the same cloucl 
cover with a first quarter inoon near the horizon was counted as "dark." 
T h e  numbers of activity periods were as follows: dark at time of activity, 
in lorest, 154, in nonforest, 39; moonlight at time oC activity, in forest, 27, 
in no~ilorest, 10. These results are very crude and much more tletailed 
work of this sort should be done. From these data, however, it appears 
that of the factors measured, moonlight was the most important in govern- 
ing activity o l  the srrlall ma~nnlals on the Reserve. The  effect of nloonlight 
on the activity ol desert inanlinals is well known (Tappe, 1941). Tappe 
noted, in the case ol 1)i;bodomys hee~nznnni tfllnrensis in California that 
"On nights when the moon is considerably less than lull, or when it is 
partly obscured by clouds, activity usually goes on as it  does on nights 
when the moon is not visible. Evidently light intensity on a clear, lull moon- 
light night is above the inaxiinuin tolerated by this mamnlal for normal 
emergence froin its burrow." He  later noted "On nights when a bright moon 
is absent lor only a short tinie in the early morning hours, activity is con- 
centratetl in dle periotl o l  greatest darkness. If the moon rises late, causing 
the period ol greatest darkness to come in the early part of the night, 
activity is apparently no more concentrated then than it  is in the early 
parts o l  nights that are without nloonlight at any time." He also noted the 
efect of rain in restricting surface activity of this mammal. Buss and Har- 
bert (1950) noted that moonlight had the opposite effect on mule deer 
activity, the occnrrence of deer at a salt lick varying l r o ~ n  7 tluring the dark 
ol the moon to 2:) when the moon was full. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. On a series of seven stutly areas on the Edwin S. George Reserve in - 
southeastel n PI ichigan, the ~ h y s i ~ ; i l  conditions (soil moisture, tempera tul e, 
free~ing, and penetrability) of the environment ol B l a ~  lna 0 1  euzcclzlrln we1 e 
recorded and analyzed ior a period o l  11 consecutive months. 
2. This analysis showed that the areas called Rare, Dry Fieltl, Wet Field, 
Dry Hardwoods, Northeast Hardwoods, Tamaracks, and Southwect Wootls 
stood in that relation to one another in a series with increasing stability 
o l  soil temperature. 111 regard to depth and amount of winter free~ing, 
the relation was Bare, Dry Field, Wet Field, Dry Hardwoods, Northeast 
Hardwoods, Southwest Woods, and Tamaracks, in decreasing amounts. 7'he 
latter relationship held true lor year-round presence ol available soil 
moisture. 
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3. Coniparison revealed that the inicroenvironmellts of small mammals 
on the E. S. George Reserve had wider extremes of temperature and more 
fluctuation than did those in northern Michigan which were sainpled in 
a previous study. This difference, I believe, results from permanent winter 
snow cover on the northern Michigan study plots and intermittent cover, 
winter rains, and a greater amount of summer insolation on the George 
Reserve plots. Snow cover, therefore, is probably a factor of major import- 
ance in the distribution of some srnall mammals. 
4. Periodic livc-trapping of the study areas revealed the following major 
points ol interest. Peron7y~cz~s le~lcopus was by lar the most common mam- 
mal, but with a marked difierence in numbers inhabiting the forested and 
open areas. There was apparently a seasonal replacement of P. leucopus by 
P. nza7zzcz~lntus on the area with the most severe microenvironment. Bla~zna  
brevicnuda was taken only on those areas where the soil inoisture level at 
the time ol trapping allowed the air in burrows to be saturated. The  areas 
that did not produce any Blari7za during a particular trapping period, but 
where the animals appeared later, had moisture levels low enough at the 
time ol trapping lor burrow air to be below saturation. With one exception, 
the areas that never produced any B l n ~ i n a  had these low inoisture levels 
at several periods during the year. 
5. The  daily periodicity ol the animals trapped was analyled and, ol 
the lactors ineasurcd, moonlight was found to be the most important in 
regulating the extent 01 nocturnal activity. 
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